PRODUCT CATALOGUE 2020

GLYDE is the one stop shop for male & female condoms, lubricant, gloves and the SHEER® Dam.

play safe! – don’t forget your GLYDEs.

Call 1300 364 811 for your nearest Australian Distributor
www.glydehealth.com
GLYDE LATEX CONDOMS

natural latex • smooth surface • reservoir tip
no latex smell • feels extra thin **
patented double dip/double wash process ensures extra strong, yet extra sheer condom

REGULAR
Condoms

Ultra Sheer Natural
(no colour/no flavour)

53mm diameter
Product Code: KOPG/U 001
GTIN: 09343359000002

100 condoms per bulk box

COLOURED/FLAVOURED CONDOMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>GTIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crème/Vanilla</td>
<td>KOPG/O 002</td>
<td>09343359000057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink/Strawberry</td>
<td>KOPC/M 015</td>
<td>09343359000019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple/Wildberry</td>
<td>KOPC/M 016</td>
<td>09343359000033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue/Blueberry</td>
<td>KOPC/M 017</td>
<td>09343359000026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/Cola</td>
<td>KOPC/M 013</td>
<td>09343359000040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LARGER
Condoms

Maxi Natural
(no colour/no flavour)

56mm diameter
Product Code: KOPG/M 002
GTIN: 09343359000071

“Thinnest” Condom Claims
Many condom brands worldwide claim their latex condoms are the thinnest available.
Latex thickness in condoms is measured in microns. 1 micron = 1/1000th of a millimetre.
That's so tiny, it's microscopic!
At 55 microns, GLYDE believes, and is supported by its manufacturing experts, that its condoms are as thin as a latex condom can be without compromising strength.

Always use additional GLYDE lubricant with latex condoms.
GLYDE condoms are included on Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods (ARTG), medical devices under EEC legislation and US FDA 510(k).
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LARGER
Condoms
56mm diameter

Maxi Red
(red/no flavour)

Product Code: KOPG/M 003
GTIN: 09343359000088

LARGEST
Condoms
60mm diameter

SuperMAX 60
(no colour/no flavour)

Product Code: KOPG/M 005
GTIN: 09343359000552

100 condoms per box

SMALLER
Condoms
49mm diameter

Slimfit Natural
(no colour/no flavour)

Product Code: KOPG/S 002
GTIN: 0934335900101

100 condoms per box

Slimfit Red
(red/no flavour)

Product Code: KOPG/S 003
GTIN: 0934335900118

Call GLYDE for information about
GLYDE retail packs
available in all sizes and flavours.

Slimfit Strawberry
(red/strawberry)

Product Code: KOPG/S 004
GTIN: 0934335900125

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

- Condoms should be stored in a cool dry place, out of direct sunlight with temperatures not exceeding 25 degrees Celsius. Properly stored condoms have a maximum shelf life of 5 years from the date of manufacture. The condom’s expiry date is printed on each foil.

- GLYDE condoms contain natural rubber latex which may cause allergic reactions including anaphylactic shock if the user is allergic to latex. For maximum protection always follow the Instructions for Use leaflet included with GLYDE condoms.

- Only use water based lubricant with latex condoms. GLYDE Premier Personal lubricant is recommended.
**GLYDE Silver Condoms** - developed exclusively for Government Health Services offer unbeatable value.

Sold only in cartons of 60 boxes - no split cartons

The best quality 53mm condoms at an amazingly low price.

**Non Latex Condoms for Men**
For people with latex intolerance. Unique Pull condom now available in single or 3 pack.

60mm diameter - one size fits all
Sheer nitrile polymer (non latex) condom with elastic retention ring. Unique credit card style pack fits easily and discreetly into wallet or purse.

- Unique Single Pull Non Latex Condom (minimum order 50)
- One card contains 3 Unique Pull Condoms (minimum order 12 cards)

**Non Latex Condoms for Women**
A soft sheath made of nitrile polymer (non latex) sealed at one end with a flexible ring for easy insertion. May help reduce the possibility of pregnancy and may help reduce the risk of transmission of sexually transmitted infections.

Box of 3, or individually packaged.

Product Code: GLYDEC/Silver
GTIN: 09343359000064

Product Code: GLYDEC/NLS 002
GTIN: 07709694125763

Product Code: GLYDEC/NL 001
GTIN: 0934335900149

Product Code: Femidom 3 pack: GLYDE/FC 002 (Minimum purchase - 10)
GTIN: 09343359000163

Product Code: Femidom singles: GLYDE FC2/001 (Minimum purchase - 50)
GTIN: 09343359000156
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GLYDE CONDOM AND/OR LUBRICANT SACHET DISPENSER

GLYDE’s wall mounted perspex dispenser is lockable and features a new, more robust design. It is filled by simply inserting a pre-packed sleeve filled with either condoms or lubricant sachets – the perfect solution for clinics and centres where clients help themselves to condoms and lubricant.

Order Code | Description |
--- | --- |
GC/DISP 001 | Lockable condom dispenser |
KOPG/U 040 | Ultra condom sleeve 50 condoms |
KOPG/U 041 | Silver condom sleeve 50 condoms |
KOPG/U 042 | Maxi condom sleeve 50 condoms |
KOPG/U 043 | Mixed colours condom sleeve (10 each strawberry, vanilla, blueberry, wildberry, cola). 50 condoms |
KOPG/U 044 | Cola condom sleeve 50 condoms |
KOPG/U 045 | Blueberry condom sleeve 50 condoms |
KOPG/U 046 | Strawberry condom sleeve 50 condoms |
KOPG/U 047 | Wildberry condom sleeve 50 condoms |
KOPG/U 048 | Vanilla condom sleeve 50 condoms |
KOPG/U 050 | Slimfit condom sleeve 50 condoms |
KOPL/G 020 | Lubricant sachet sleeve 100 sachets |

GLYDE PREMIER LUBRICANT

Water based personal lubricant

- water soluble
- non staining
- non residual

Lubricant Size | Product Code |
--- | --- |
4 gram sachet (1,000 per carton) | KOPL/G 0014 GTIN: 09343359000316 |
100ml purse pack | KOPL/G 008 |
500ml pump pack | KOPL/G 009 |
1 litre bottle | KOPL/G 006 |
5 litre lubricant keg (minimum 3) | KOPL/G 005 |

Used to eliminate dryness during sexual intercourse. Recommended for use with latex & non latex condoms.

This product is not a contraceptive and does not contain spermicide. If discomfort or irritation occurs discontinue use and seek medical advice. Always read the label. Use only as directed. Store lubricant in a cool dry place out of direct sunlight. 5 year shelf life.

Tel: 1300 364 811 • Fax: 1300 364 855
**GLYDE DISPENSING SYSTEMS** for Premier Lubricant

Attractive, tamper proof dispensers especially designed to fit GLYDE 1 litre Premier lubricant pod. Eliminates any risk of cross contamination.

*no mess, no fuss.*

Electronic dispenser
Product Code: GTPS/L 010

Manual dispenser
Product Code: GTPS/L 009

Product Code: Glyde/LP 001

**GLYDE GLOVES**

100% natural latex • lightly powdered for ease of use • extra strong for extra protection

Available in:
- small
- medium
- large

Product Code: KOPG/V 004
Small Gloves

Product Code: KOPG/V 005
Medium Gloves

Product Code: KOPG/V 006
Large Gloves

100 gloves per box.

**GLYDE CONDOM DEMO MODEL**

Designed to demonstrate the correct way to put on a condom.

*This model has been developed for use by sexual health educators in schools and health clinics. It is anatomically proportionate without being sexually explicit.*

Product Code: GC/DEMO 001
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A silky sheer sheet of natural scented latex.

Available in four fresh flavours

- Crème/Vanilla
  - Product Code: KOPG/D 005
  - GTIN: 09343359000194
  - Vanilla Dam Bulk Box

- Black/Cola
  - Product Code: KOPG/D 005A
  - GTIN: 09343359000224
  - Cola Dam Bulk Box

- Purple/Wildberry
  - Product Code: KOPG/D 005B
  - GTIN: 09343359000217
  - Wildberry Dam Bulk Box

- Pink/Strawberry
  - Product Code: KOPG/D 005C
  - GTIN: 09343359000200
  - Strawberry Dam Bulk Box

Each SHEER® Dam comes in its own resealable polybag, printed with instructions for use.

Vanilla dams now available with bilingual printed instructions for use - in English & Chinese

Product Code: KOPG/D 005M
- GTIN: 09343359000231
- Mixed Dams Bulk Box

SHEER GLYDE Dams are available in retail packs of 3. Call for codes and pricing

SHEER GLYDE dams contain natural rubber latex which may cause allergic reactions including anaphylactic shock if the user is allergic to latex. Always read the label. Use only as directed. 5 year shelf life. Store in a cool dry place out of direct sunlight.
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GLYDE Health Pty Ltd is a 100% Australian owned and operated company with its head office and warehouse located in Sydney. The company, which manufactures and distributes the highest quality sexual health products, has been a leader in its field since 1990 due to its innovative approach to developing and distributing new products.

A public sector specialist - the only one of its kind in Australia - the company specialises in supplying sexual health products to government clinics, hospitals and AIDS Councils around Australia. GLYDE Health is very active in sexual health education, working with its public health partners in many education initiatives.

For more information about GLYDE and its products, retailers (including online stores) and distributors (national and international) visit our website at www.glydehealth.com where this catalogue can be viewed electronically.

GLYDE products and pricing can also be viewed by Government customers on the National Product Catalogue (NPC).

To obtain a 2019 price list, contact GLYDE by email or telephone.